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Retailising Space is an investigation into the effect
and consumption of space that shopping activities
have on the urban fabric. Mattias Karrholm focuses
on modernity and the relationship between con-
spicuous consumption and urbanity. Karrholm
places the current spaces of consumption as the
progeny of the Industrial Revolution and relies on
an intense review of literature including Sharon
Zukin’s writing on the transformation of spaces for
cultural production to spaces of cultural consump-
tion. Throughout, Retailising Space is embedded
with a rich and plentiful review of literature on
gentrification, space and consumer society includ-
ing relations to Hillier and Hanson’s writing on
Space Syntax. Karrholm adeptly targets contem-
porary history with a bevy of literature, for exam-
ple, the movement of retail and consumer spaces as
objects designed by high-style architects. This
represents the shift in urban culture to an environ-
ment where shopping is one of the only means to
engage with public life.

The book begins by focusing on the pedestrian
precinct and the growing territory of commercial
space, as shopping expands to inhabit most of the
city centre’s space and bleeds onto the public
plazas and streets. Karrholm delves a bit into the
history of street elements such as the sidewalk, in
his discussion of the flaneur, and the development
of commercial and pedestrian districts and their
interrelationship. The book is at its best when
Karrholm explains the direct connections between
politics, history and urban design. A lot of atten-
tion is given to promoting Sweden as a case study
but it seems unnecessary because many other cases
are introduced and the description of the Swedish
case is not inordinately larger than the other cases
discussed. Some more maps or diagrams would be
especially useful during the discussion of Malmo
and other descriptions of physical arrangements.

The book spends a great portion of time on defini-
tions, even developing a vocabulary of its own, on
theories of actors and networks, and notions of
territory and space. During Karrholm’s explana-
tion of actor, actants and network theory, it became
clear that Retailising Space is for an educated
reader.

Retailising Space hits its stride while explaining
the advanced complexity of pedestrian space
because of the amount of actors and actants they
have, such as street elements, that automobile
streets do not have. Automobile streets must have
no obstructions, at least for the cars, to allow
movement, often as quickly as possible. Under the
premise that each object results in a choice or
decision, pedestrian streets can have many more
objects or places within them, and therefore have
many more choices for activities, inhabitation and
the paths between.

With the increasing domination of commercial-
ism on city spaces, these pedestrian spaces or
precincts are being filled with retail kiosks, signage
and seating from restaurants. This bleed from the
interior of the stores to the streets distracts and
eagerly invites patrons to spend more time in the
retail environments. It is debateable whether retail
environments manipulate us or if shopping and
consuming are more learned or chosen traits.
Either way, these environments capitalise on our
appetites that are invented or reinforced by adver-
tising. Karrholm states that these objects and parti-
cipants develop a rhythm, such as waiters’ routes
through restaurant seating areas, that extends and
falls over the entire area. These active and some-
times or somewhat privately owned environments
have advantages such as safety but also some
drawbacks, such as the apparent sterilisation and
homogenisation of space. As these attractive and
safe environments dominate and take over more
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and more of the city, there is a threat that citizens
are forced into an endless cycle of consuming, and
that consumerism may be the only way to interact
with public society. In addition to Karrholm’s
recounting of this phenomenon, this trend is
because of vast and complex social ills. Govern-
ment has either failed to police or provide safe
places, or overcome the rampant paranoia of being
a victim of a crime, which are some of the reasons
why these shopping malls and districts are so
appealing. Privately owned and managed, they
can survey, police and expunge any threatening
or undesirable elements.

Karrholm continues his discussion on retail
overwhelming space in detail, describing the pace
set by escalators and music, and the description of
seasons based on consumer events rather than
weather. Temperature and lighting no longer as
much of an impediment to shoppers as the out-
doors can be heated and lit for a comfortable year
round shopping atmosphere. Retailising Space
attempts to analyse these trends through the use
of terminology, such as synchronisation, seriality
and territory. Seriality describes an especially pro-
blematic trend in this retail situation and for the
general cultural fragmentation of our time as
Karrholm explains it is having something in com-
mon but not belonging to a social group. The lack
of social group, belonging or forming seems the
crux of the problem with these types of spaces for
consumption.

Referring to the changing architecture of retail
buildings, Karrholm describes how commercial
architecture has more and more become a frame
to present merchandise with the façade becoming
increasingly insubstantial so that the consumption
space can bleed onto the street and seduce pedes-
trians from further away. Many high-style archi-
tects come to mind as Karrholm asks when retail
and commercial space became the venue for high

design, and more so, one of the only venues for an
architect’s creativity. Karrholm traces the move-
ment from rail stations as places for transferring
between modes to travel centres for retail and
consumption. Leaving Las Vegas was cited as the
book that drew attention to retail forms, yet this
described vernacular or ubiquitous buildings and
signage. More recently, the architects who are
taught in universities focus on buildings for con-
spicuous consumption. This reflects the market for
extravagance, and the expense of design, and also
the changing expression of brand identities that
must stand out in an ever-widening field of com-
petition. Retailising Space brings up a lot of salient
points and addresses a holistic understanding of
the history of retail spaces but tends to dither as it
addresses so many different moments for a book of
this size. One of the best moments of the book, is
Karrholm’s succinct telling of the meaning of the
term ‘boutique’ and how it has changed, even
contradicting itself, over history to epitomise and
be expressed through different building forms.

Retailising Space expressed the dangers of always
being on the move, always being forced to con-
sume, rather than participate. The book concludes
by questioning howwe can make these pedestrian
consumption precincts more ‘public’. Karrholm’s
take is that space should be flexible, because the
term ‘place’ is problematic, and posits time and
interstitiality, or use, as another way to look at
public space. He argues that it is crucial to
produce places where things, activities, uses
cross. Overall, the book was an in-depth telling
of how urban spaces become territorialised by
retail and consumption.
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